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Famous Secret Precision Machining Incorporated (FSPMI) is proud to announce that it 

has achieved AS9100 Rev C certification for their facility in Cavite, Philippines; making it 

the 1st locally owned company and one out of only nine companies in the Philippines to 

get this type of certification.  

  

AS9100 Rev C is based on the ISO 9001:2008 with additional requirements from the aviation, 

space and defense industry. FSPMI has been ISO 9001:2008 registered since 2008, while 

adding nearly 100 additional requirements specific to quality, traceability and safety for 

aerospace manufacturing AS9100 Rev C adds to FSPMI’s current quality standard. The 

rigorous audit process included a full on-site audit by a third-party accredited registrar to ensure 

that the working practices observe the procedures and stated objectives and that appropriate 

records are kept. 

  

“This marks an important milestone, not only for FSPMI, but for the aerospace industry in the 

Philippines, because this proves that Filipinos can provide the level of quality to match and 

compete with other world class aerospace companies. I am also proud to say that this 

achievement confirms the dedication of our employees to provide continuous improvement 

efforts and to deliver the highest quality of products to our customers,” said by Dennis Chan, 

President of FSPMI. 

  

AS9100 Rev C designation is offered only to organizations that develop and produce aviation, 

space and defense products while demonstrating strict adherence to quality, reliability, 

tractability and safety standards. It ensures that the company has passed rigorous evaluation of 

its manufacturing processes to achieve the required quality standard.  

  

“The process to achieve the AS9100 Rev C certification has driven our organizational 

performance to a whole new level. This achievement places FSPMI and the Philippines on the 

map as a serious source for aerospace component. Achieving this international standard 

signifies that FSPMI meets the quality management standards required to provide production 

parts for global aerospace and aircraft manufacturers”, said Ron Hess VP of Operations at 

FSPMI. “ I extend congratulations to our entire organization for their continued commitment and 

outstanding achievement”  

  

About Famous Secret Precision Machining Inc. 

Founded in 1994, FSPMI is a leader in providing high quality engineered and machined 

components for aerospace, automotive, industrial, and other high tech industries for customers 

from Asia, America and Europe.  

Based in Cavite, Philippines, FSPMI’s manufacturing plant is now at 13,500 sq. meters, with 

over 250 state of the art CNC machines and other supporting machines (water jet cutting 

machines, wire-cut machines, EDM machines), and a workforce of over 380 people.   

  

 
For further information, please visit 

http://www.famoussecret.com/,  

or email us at fspmi@famoussecret.com.  
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